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Lean Launch Ventures Accelerator  
Showcases Inaugural Class At Demo Day 

 
Connecticut high-tech companies participate in state’s newest CI-funded accelerator.  

 

Bridgeport, CT (June 26, 2013) - Lean Launch Ventures (LLV) announced the graduation of the inaugural class 

of its tech accelerator at its first Demo Day. Five tech startups took the stage to pitch their product and business 

plans developed during the immersive, 12-week program to a packed room of investors, tech entrepreneurs, 

mentors, creators and a who’s who from the Connecticut entrepreneurial community.   

The graduating class spanned a variety of business models and target markets. All companies are early stage, yet 

at different points in their own evolution. Graduates included: 

•  Sobrio @SobrioApp, connects those who need rides to drivers within a private network, such as safe rides on a 

college campus or for commercial fleets. 

•  CareBooker @CareBooker_com, helps busy parents easily find, book and pay for family care-services online.  

•  GRAVIKEY @GraviKey, tracks and protects personal and commercial items from loss through a secure and private 

registry service. 

•  Test My Pitch @TestMyPitch, a crowd-based communications tool where enterprises and entrepreneurs alike  

enhance their ability to create compelling and persuasive messaging for many types of communication needs 

such as management training, sales management or startup business pitches. 

•  High School Talent Battles, a web-based talent competition that awards scholarships and cash prizes to 

talented high-school students. 

Under the direction of LLV co-founders Bill Gordon and Andy Moss, the innovative program created an 

environment for Connecticut startups to explore and refine business concepts using a proven methodology 

surrounded by a deep and broad pool of seasoned, experienced mentors. 

“Connecticut is emerging as an epicenter for innovative technology companies, which is key to the state’s 

economic future,” said Claire Leonardi, CEO of Connecticut Innovations. “This partnership is a further 

demonstration of how CI and CTNEXT are improving the environment for businesses in Connecticut, which helps 

grow jobs and encourages further diversification of our state’s economy.” 
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“We are excited for the remarkable companies that just completed the spring Lean Launch Ventures program and 

look forward to continue helping them achieve success,” said Andy Moss. “We’re delighted today to provide a 

forum where they are introducing themselves to a wide variety of people in Connecticut’s emerging tech startup 

scene, including investors and fellow entrepreneurs to celebrate the compelling opportunities the companies have 

in front of them.” 

The LLV accelerator program is an integral part of CTNEXT, the statewide network of partners that wraps 

entrepreneurs with critical resources they need to navigate to the next stage of development. Over the past 12 

weeks, the companies worked intensely on their products and engaged with mentors, innovators and industry 

luminaries – all helping to strengthen their product, brand convictions and guide the formation of critical business 

models and principles. 

Rocky Hill, Conn.-based Connecticut Innovations is the lead investor underwriting the graduating class. Under the 

direction of Bill Gordon and Andy Moss, LLV’s courseware is based on methodology developed by Steve Blank 

and Bob Dorf, considered a ‘best practice’ in Silicon Valley. 

Demo Day marks the culmination of the formal program but is just another step in the journey for each company 

as they work to deliver unique customer value while establishing the viability of their new business concepts. At 

the end of the 12-week experience, the companies will have talked with 100’s of customers, as well as dozens of  

investors, strategic partners and future collaborators. 

  

About CTNEXT 
CTNEXT is a statewide network dedicated to strengthening Connecticut’s innovation community by opening up national, statewide, 
and local networks so entrepreneurs can access the knowledge, resources and opportunities they need to succeed. Working with 
leading entrepreneur support organizations, CTNEXT identifies and supports the growth of Connecticut’s most promising early stage 
companies. CTNEXT highlights the importance of early stage companies as innovators and job creators and gives them access to 
the mentors and knowledge they need to succeed. For more information on CTNEXT, visit ctnext.com. 
 
About Connecticut Innovations Inc. 
Connecticut Innovations (CI) is the leading source of financing and ongoing support for Connecticut's innovative, growing 
companies. To maximize each business’ growth potential, CI tailors solutions that often combine its funds with resources from other 
financial leaders to provide venture capital and strategic support for early-stage technology companies; flexible loans for established 
companies with new innovations; grants that support innovation and collaboration, and connections to its well-established network of 
partners and professionals. Through all these initiatives, CI’s expert staff has helped bring $4 billion in financing to Connecticut 
companies. The state’s most active early stage investor, CI has created more than 26,000 jobs. Learn more about CI at 
ctinnovations.com.  

About Lean Launch Ventures 
Lean Launch Ventures (LLV) was founded with the mission to create and deliver an accelerator curriculum for innovators in all size 
companies based on the Lean LaunchPad methodology developed by Steve Blank and Bob Dorf. LLV offers a range of programs 
helping innovators in startups, growth stage, and large enterprises through mentoring, investing and advising. LLV is also the 
vehicle through which the principals are raising and managing capital to make investments in the companies that will be accelerated 
through LLV initiatives. For more information on the Westport, Conn.-based company, visit www.LLVentures.co. 
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